
Installation instructions for Corner Slow Feeder (KIT ONLY) 
Simple slow feeding for the stable!  

With each corner slow kit you should receive:  

1 x slow feeder net—with trigger clip attachment  

1 x metal bracket  

Additional tools needed to install Corner Slow kit : 

 Electric Drill with 10mm drill bit  

 Minimum of 8 screws to secure the bracket to the wall.  

   Raw plugs if drilling into masonry 

Securing your net to the feeder 

1.)Empty your existing feeder of any hay, dust or seeds  

2.)Drill  15 holes  equally spaced across the front of your feeder (approx 

10cm apart) see examples in photo 1.  

3.)Screw the bracket in the corner of the stable with your electric drill 

place level with the top of the feeder.  

4.)Connect your clip to the bracket. Place your net inside the feeder and 

check to see if the pipe needs shortening. The pipe should fit snuggly in the 

corner of the feeder reaching each side of the feeder it should be woven in 

and out of the net. If the pipe is to long please follow step 4A. 

4A.)To shorten the pipe pull the bungee out of the pipe, cut the pipe to the 

desired length, feed the bungee back through. Do not cut the bungee.  

5.)Thread the bungee back through to the end of the pipe as it was when 

purchased.  

6.) attach the net to the front of the feeder with the cable ties through the  

pre-drill holes.  

7.)Your feeder should now be securely attached to the front of your corner 

feeder.  

Using the slow stable feeder 

flip the net over the front of the feeder and fill with hay— as photo 6  

Attach the clip onto the metal bracket and watch it slide to the bottom of 

the feeder as your horse eats it hay.– photo 7  

 

                              For further installation help or more information please contact  

                                  Parallax Plastics LTD  TEL: 0115 966 3836  info@parallaxplastics.co.uk 
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